Meguiar’s Professional Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning Process
®

Always dry brush & vaccum the vehicle before beginning the process below
IDENTIFY THE STAIN

THE PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE
for interior cleaning and care

If stain cannot be determined, use D106 RTU

D106

TANNIN STAIN TREATMENT

Coffee

Tea

Wine

D106

PROTEIN STAIN TREATMENT

Milk

Food

D116

Organic Matter

Use cotton towel on carpet - Use M9910 microfiber towel on upholstery

Use cotton towel on carpet - Use M9910 microfiber towel on upholstery

STEP 1. D106 RTU

STEP 1. D106 & D116 Diluted

Upholstery stains: Apply mixture to
towel and use bonnet cleaning method

In a 32 oz bottle, mix 23oz. of water, 6 oz. of D116 and 3 0z. of D106, or for
severe stains use D116 RTU.
Upholstery stains: Apply mixture to
Carpet stains: Apply mixture directly to
towel and use bonnet cleaning method stain, lightly brush, then use tamping
method

Carpet stains: Apply mixture directly to
stain, lightly brush, then use tamping
method

D106 FIBER RINSE

D116 PROTEIN STAIN REMOVER

& TANNIN STAIN REMOVER
Specially formulated to quickly remove tannin stains
and pH neutralizes the carpet and seats. Will minimize
re-soiling of fibers too!

A pre-spot removal formula to quickly and effectively
remove protein stains off carpet and upholstery
fibers. Will also dissolve urine stains and neutralize
urine odors.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

D106
RTU
Bonnet Cleaning

Tamping Method

D106 3oz.
D116 6oz.
H20 23oz.

Bonnet Cleaning

Bonnet cleaning:

Tamping method:

Wrap appropriate towel around a carpet brush.
Touch the towel to the surface and rub back and
forth. Rotate towel when soiled.

Lay appropriate towel over stain. Pound brush
firmly with a succession of blows on towel where
stain exists. Rotate towel when soiled.

Tamping Method

ADDITIONAL MEGUIAR’S® INTERIOR PRODUCTS

STEP 2. Neutralize with D106
Neutralize the fibers with a 20:1 mixture of D106 and water. Spray on treated area. Back-brush or use an extractor.

D181 Leather Cleaner

D106
20:1

D180 Leather Cleaner
Delivers outstanding cleaning results & Conditioner
on stubborn stains, yet gentle enough
to preserve the leather’s natural oils!
Advanced leather cleaning power with
minimal effort. Safely and quickly cleans
leather, vinyl surfaces and vented seats
without leaving a residue.

X3002 Microfiber Mitt

Extra thick Microfiber Wash Mitt is the
Expressly formulated to enhance the ultimate choice for show car perfect
appearance of interior leather and vinyl finishes. The microfiber lifts and traps
surfaces. Specialized cleaning and dirt and grime for a brilliant finish.
conditioning agents are designed to safely
clean and restore leather’s original look
and suppleness.

